11. Who supports the Common Core and why?
Arguments supporting the Common Core fall in three basic categories: the new standards’
superiority to current state standards, the ease of moving from state to state made possible by the
standards, and the benefits of standardized curricula and assessments. The support for the
standards by liberals such as Joel Stein (former chancellor of the New York City Schools) and
Michelle Rhee (former chancellor of the District of Columbia Public Schools) is not surprising.
But several prominent conservatives are also backing the Common Core based on these three
main arguments.
The first argument—superiority to state standards—was born out of the havoc wreaked by the
No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). Desperate to show student proficiency under the utopian
demands of NCLB, many states dropped their standards so drastically that only two states had
standards for 8th-grade mathematics that reached the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) proficiency threshold, and no states had standards that fulfilled the NAEP
requirements for reading proficiency.1 Additionally, students in some states could be labeled
“proficient” after correctly answering fewer than 50% of the questions on assessments.2
Supporters of the Common Core contend that it will rebuild these crumbled state standards.
Chester E. Finn, Jr., president of the Fordham Institute, bases his support on a Fordham Institute
study that found that the Common Core will boost the English language arts standards in 37
states and the mathematics standards in 39 states.3 Jeb Bush and Chris Christie also support the
Common Core for this reason.4
Though proponents assert that the Common Core will remedy the failures of NCLB, there is a
lack of education experts endorsing the Common Core. Jay P. Greene, professor of education
reform at the University of Arkansas, warns:
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The only evidence in support of Common Core consists of projects funded
directly or indirectly by the Gates Foundation in which panels of selected experts
are asked to offer their opinion on the quality of Common Core standards. . . . The
few independent evaluations of Common Core that exist suggest that its standards
are mediocre and represent little change from what most states already have.5
The second argument raised for the Common Core is academic mobility:
The standards will provide more clarity about and consistency in what is expected
of student learning across the country . . . . This initiative will allow states to share
information effectively and help provide all students with an equal opportunity for
an education that will prepare them to go to college or enter the workforce,
regardless of where they live. . . . [Common standards] will ensure more
consistent exposure to materials and learning experiences through curriculum,
instruction, and teacher preparation among other supports for student learning.6
Finn also employs this argument, saying that the Common Core allows families “in our highly
mobile society” the opportunity “to enroll their kids seamlessly in schools that are teaching the
same things at the same grade levels.”7
In attempting to further the mobility argument, Finn ironically undercuts an important point in
the case for the Common Core. Proponents must show that the Common Core does not lead to a
national curriculum, because a national curriculum is prohibited by federal law. But if the
mobility argument is to stand, it requires a national curriculum. Gaps in education when a
student transfers from a school in Vermont to a school in Texas can only be avoided if the same
things are being taught at the same time across the entire nation.
The final argument—the benefits of standardization—hinges on the premise that one textbook,
or just a few aligned with the Common Core, would be an improvement over the numerous and
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varied textbooks available today. Bill Gates explains, “It’s ludicrous . . . to think that
multiplication in Alabama and multiplication in New York are really different.”8 In 2008, the
Mathematics Advisory Board told the Department of Education that textbooks in the United
States have become bloated trying to cater to the standards of every state.9 William Bennett,
secretary of education under Ronald Reagan and founder of K12 Online Learning, adds a
sociological element to this argument by emphasizing that the common knowledge imparted by
the Common Core will lead to more fervent national discussions.10
Without diverse curriculum options that enhance the ability of teachers to tailor lessons to their
students, quality of education will inevitably suffer. Will curriculum material be influenced by
anyone other than wealthy benefactors and the few professors writing curriculum? Will
regionalisms be lost? Is it even possible for national discussion to flourish if no student has any
unique knowledge to contribute?
The argument for the superiority of Common Core standards is poorly documented, and the only
other arguments for the standards implode upon inspection. The arguments against the Common
Core, however, are increasingly substantiated.
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